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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this thesis was to make a follow-up study of the 1946
and 1947 business graduates of the X High School to determine how well the
existing business curriculum has prepared the graduates to meet the re-
quirements of business and to obtain data which may be helpful in improving
the business education program*
Analysis of the Problem
In an attempt to accomplish the major objectives of this follow-up
study, answers to the following questions were sought:
1* How many of the graduates were employed in the kinds of
positions for which they were trained?
2* "What were the sources from which the graduates received
information concerning job openings?
3* How much time elapsed between graduation and initial
employment?
4# How many of the graduates had to take tests in order to
secure positions?
5* How much time was spent in dictation, typewriting, filing,
bookkeeping, and office machine work?
6* What were the specific duties performed in the above areas?
7* What suggestions and comments were made by the graduates
that would be helpful in future curriculum revision?
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Importance of the Problem
The responsibility of the secondary school does not end with the
graduation of its students. Tonne and others'*’ advocate the follow-up
study in the following statements!
If one of the aims of education is to prepare for
successful economic living, the schools fail in achieving
their goal if they dismiss their graduates without ascer-
taining whether the results of this training have proved
successful • • •
Until a centralized, comprehensive, a nd coordinated
program of placement and follow-up of graduates is organ-
ized and carried on, the problem of our unemployed youth
will be a major one in the whole scheme of democratic
living, and our entire program of education for living in
a democracy will fall far short of realizing its aims.
By conducting a periodic survey, every high school faculty would be
able to evaluate the business curriculum as to its effectiveness in pre-
paring students to enter the business world. Such a study would reveal the
types of available positions in the community and its surroundings and also
serve as a basis for better guidance to future students.
The business department, particularly, should know what its graduates
2
are doing and how they are doing it. Lomax says:
The education value of what is taught in the classroom is
really determined in the final analysis, by how well students
can use in worth-while situations, the knowledges, skills, ideals
and powers that are learned in the classroom.
^Tonne, Herbert A., Chairman New York Committee, "Business Education
for Tomorrow," Fourteenth Yearbook
,
Eastern Commercial Teachers Association,
Philadelphia, 1941, p. 41.
2Lomax, Paul S., Commercial Teaching Problems
,
Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York, 1938, p. 6.

The classroom teacher should know the kinds of positions for which to
prepare his students. He should know what skills should be highly devel-
oped, and what kinds of attitudes are most desirable in beginning workers.
The school must keep pace with the constant changes of business. According
to Shi It
The business teacher should keep up to date on the latest
developments in office machines and office procedures if he is
to make his teaching function effectively.
Information obtained from graduates on the job is helpful in planning
a functioning vocational curriculum and in developing an efficient guidance
program.
Delimitation of the Problem
This study includes all the 1946 and 1947 graduates of the X High
School who pursued the business course for three years of their high school
career.
Definition of Terms
To provide a clear understanding of frequently used terms appearing
in this study, the following definitions are given from the Dictionary of
Education.^
5
Shilt, Bernard A., "Keep Your Business Teaching Up to Date,” Balance
Sheet
,
vol. 25, September, 1944, p. 10.
4
Good, Carter V., Editor, Dictionary of Education
,
McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 1945
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Follow-up : A plan by which the experiences or status of young people
who have left school are investigated or surveyed, either for the purpose
of assisting them in further adjustment or for securing facts to improve
the plan of guidance for those still in school*
Evaluation : The process of ascertaining or judging the value or
amount of something by careful appraisal*
Curriculum : A systematic group of courses or sequence of subjeots
required for graduation or certification in a major field of study*
Business Education : That area of education which develops skills,
attitudes, and understandings essential for the successful direction of
business relationships*
Organization of Chapters
In Chapter I the problem has been stated, defined, and delimited, and
its importance has been explained* Chapter II presents a review of related
research* The method of procedure is explained in Chapter III* In
Chapter IV the analysis and interpretation of data are given, and in
Chapter V a summary of the findings and the recommendations are presented*
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH
Unless data are available concerning the success of graduates in
their chosen fields, the administrators of a school oan have no clear idea
of the efficiency of their business education department. Many schools
are conducting follow-up studies in order to evaluate their business cur-
ricula and to make suggestions for improvement.
One of the early follow-up studies made was that of Katherine Coan
in 1933, Miss Coan’s thesis^ had four objectives:
1, To measure the effectiveness of the present commercial
training program in the Baltimore Senior Schools
2, To secure the standard of measurement through a study
of concrete results and reactions obtained from responses
to a questionnaire indicating the usefulness or non-useful-
ness of the subjects included in the present high school
curriculum
3,
To use this standard of measurement in a scrutiny of the
preparation of a particular and specific group of grad-
uate entrants into the business and vocational world
4,
To use the results as a basis for suggestions as to changes
which may be necessary to provide the training needed to
equip high school commercial graduates to meet efficiently
the present-day requirements of the business world
Three hundred questionnaires were mailed to the graduates and 133
responded.
Miss Coan wished to find what percentage of the graduates were engaged
Coan, Katherine T,, A Four-Year Follow-Up Study of the Commercial
Girl-Graduates of June, 1927
,
of the Baltimore Senior ffiTgh Schools,
Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1933, 82 pp.
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in occupations in which their high school majors or minors were of funda-
mental, little, or no value* She wished to learn if graduates needed to
secure further training in order to fill the first job satisfactorily* In
what respect, if any, did the high school fail to equip its students for
present or former positions? What types of work were performed on the dif-
ferent jobs? How much time was being spent on each job, and which jobs
were in the nature of promotion? She wished to determine the relative
vocational value of the subjects in the different commercial courses and
whether or not graduates supplemented their high school training by further
education*
Through her findings she learned that, though the program in the high
schools regarding business education may be called effective, there was
room for improvement and elimination of weaknesses* On the whole it indi-
cated fairly successful training for the job* There was a need for better
adaptation of the school activities to life situations and social require-
ments* Miss Coan concluded that the last years of high school should be
enriched with a type of training which will prepare individuals for life;
and that students should obtain a better social understanding of the actual
problems and responsibilities awaiting them in business*
Miss Coan suggested a reorganization of the business education cur-
ricula to give more adequate business training. She recommended a definite
testing program to enable only those with a high intelligence quotient to
take the stenographic oourse; a universal typewriting course should be in-
troducedj and business education students should be trained in the use of
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7office machines* She suggested a supplementary course to fit beginning
office workers and a general business course to provide practical business
activities* A course in business English should be added* An attempt
should be made to limit duties required in proportion to classification of
jobs, and graduates should be encouraged to undertake supplementary train-
ing for advancement in their positions* Stenography should be deferred
until grade eleven* Finally, she recommended closer inspection of courses
taken by business students in order to make sure that such courses include
training in the broader fields of education*
2In 1946, Gunhild Carlson made a study to compare the standards of 60
selected business men for beginning office employees with the actual train-
ing given in the high schools; to discover the strong and weak points in
high school business training; and to find some means by which business
and the schools can improve the product of their training*
As a result of a study of the research on the subject, and the re-
actions gained from 20 personal interviews and 40 completed questionnaires
of 60 representative business men of our country, the following conclusions
were made:
1* Business men in general are willing and eager to cooperate with
the high schools in the business training of the students*
2* There is almost complete agreement among these business men as to
the necessity for the school to develop a well-integrated personality as
well as job competencies in their students*
-
Carlson, Gunhild, Reactions of Selected (60) Business Men Relative
to the Employability of High School Business Course Graduates
,
Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1946, 69 pp*
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3* Business manners, or deportment, was given first place in im-
portance in personality development* The most outstanding traits to be
developed are listed in the order of their importance as summarized from
the replies given by these business men:
a* Sense of responsibility
b. Courtesy
c* Office manners
d* Attitude toward work
e* Less confidence in their own importance
f* A greater desire to work and earn advancement
4* A better system of guidance must be devised in the high school to
prevent the generally admitted 25 per cent mortality rate in shorthand*
Many students are in the business curriculum who would be more successful
in other lines of endeavor#
5* The business men almost unanimously agreed that the schools are
successfully developing speed proficiency in business subjects, but that
speed without accuracy is valueless* Accuracy and neatness were most fre-
quently listed as among the prime objectives in the teaching of business
subjects*
6* Since the teacher’s personality and competency are important in
the development of proper business attitudes and job competencies in the
students, these business men urged that the teachers seek to establish
business standards in their teaching in so far as possible* This necessi-
tates greater interest and knowledge of actual business requirements on the
part of the teachers* To maintain such instructional standards, the
teachers should have had actual work experience*
The following recommendations were made by Mrs* Carlson:
1* More careful selection of students for business
courses
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2 • In-service training for teachers to keep them in touch
with constantly changing requirements of business
3* Closer cooperation with business
4* Modification of business curriculum
5* More guidance and follow-up for the business course
students
6* Cooperative part time work
7# In-service training for employees
3Katherine Hogan, a business teacher in Fall River, Massachusetts,
made a follow-up study in 1948 of the graduates of the Durfee High School
for the years 1943 through 1947* The purpose of her study was to evaluate
the business curriculum of that high school and to make suggestions for
its improvement. Miss Hogan wanted to learn:
1. How many of the high school graduates secured positions
doing the type of work for which they were trained?
2* What school subjects have been most beneficial to the
graduates?
3* What were some of the difficulties the graduates had
when first employed?
4# How can the business education curriculum be revised in
order to meet the needs of the future students most ef-
fectively?
Questionnaires were mailed to 868 graduates and a return of 512
completed questionnaires was received#
The business education curriculum of the Durfee High School in grades
11 and 12 is divided into the stenographic, accounting, and clerical groups#
3Hogan, Katherine L#, A Follow-Up Study of the Commercial Graduates
of the Classes of 1942-1947 of the
J3# M# £# Durfee High School , Fall River,
Unpublished Master* s Thesis, Boston University, *1948, 116 pp#
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The study showed that the majority of the students who were enrolled in the
stenographic division and accounting division have been successful in se-
curing office jobs upon graduation* This was not the case for those students
who were enrolled in the clerical division* At the present time, however,
the majority of all the students in all the divisions were doing office work
indicating that those who had supplemented their high school education with
courses in business schools had been successful in securing office jobs*
A small percentage of the graduates attended school after graduation* The
largest number of these attended part time and continued to study business
education*
The majority of the graduates received jobs through relatives and
friends or by personal application* The high school was responsible for
placing very few graduates*
Difficulties encountered by graduates when first employed included
operating the various office machines* More emphasis was needed on payroll
work, spelling, punctuation, business-letter writing, and grammar* Over
80 per cent of the graduates stated that they had no difficulties* The
duties performed most frequently were typewriting, filing, and answering the
telephone* Over 80 per cent of the graduates did part-time work while in
high school*
As a result of the findings. Miss Hogan recommended the following
improvements to be made in the business curriculum:
1* More business English should be given to the students
enrolled in the business education curriculum*
2* A course should be given in business ethics*
• More payroll work should be given in the bookkeeping
course*
3
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4* All stenographic students should take a course in office
machines*
5* All students should be required to take at least one full
year of typewriting*
6. The clerical course should be revised*
7* A placement bureau should be established at the school*
In 1948, Ernestine McCrillis conducted a follow-up study of the 1945
business graduates of Laconia High School and also surveyed 45 business men*
4
In her thesis. Miss McCrillis tried to ascertain:
1* Ylhether the business curriculum at Laconia High School
had been meeting the needs of business
2* Whether the graduates were using the skills and abilities
the school tried to develop
Her plan for obtaining data for the investigation included the send-
ing of a questionnaire to 133 graduates who studied business subjects for
at least three years and were graduated from school during the years 1942
through 1946* She received 120 completed questionnaires*
A second questionnaire was sent to out-of-town business men employing
only one clerical or stenographic worker* An interview was sought by the
writer with all other local employers who hired more than one clerical or
stenographic worker* She received either a completed questionnaire from
or was granted an interview with 41 of the 45 employers contacted*
The results of the questionnaires and interviews indicated that on
the whole beginning workers were meeting the needs of business, and that
the business curriculum was adequate for training beginning workers in
-
McCrillis, Ernestine, A One-Year Follow-Up of the Offi ce Practice
Graduates of Laconia High School
,
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
University, 1948, 56 pp.
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subject skills and abilities. Many employers felt, however, that additional
emphasis would be desirable in certain phases of the training, for example,
in the technique of handling telephone calls and callers. The business
men pointed out the importance of instilling desirable work habits and
attitudes in young workers. Several employers stated that they hoped the
school would continue to turn out beginning workers as efficient as the ones
they were now employing.
A comparison between the units of work outlined for the business
courses and the various office activities that the graduates perform on the
job indicated that the skills and abilities developed were being used, but
that more training should be given in simple mathematics and on machines
used in connection with mathematical processes.
Miss McCrillis made the following recommendations as a result of her
findings
:
1* A course in personality development should be taught* Discussion
and reading assignments alone cannot adequately educate in this phase of
activity* The pupils should be shown how to dress, develop poise, meet
people, make introductions, and talk over the telephone.
2* Actual telephone equipment was needed. With actual equipment
real situations could be set up* Skill and ease could be acquired through
frequent practice and remedial work*
3* Additional calculating machines were needed. The present equip-
ment of machines used in connection with mathematical processes was wholly
inadequate for proper instruction and practice.
4* Rearrangement of parts of the schedule was necessary* The
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writer stated that the schedule should be arranged in such a manner that
pupils with sufficient ability could elect oollege English and secretarial
practice simultaneously*
5* It was recommended that pupils should be placed in courses com-
patible with their aptitudes and interests* For their future well-being
pupils should be helped and guided into the field where their interests,
aptitudes, a nd past performance indicated they can expect some success*
Many guidance programs in the schools neglect to make follow-up
studies of the graduates and other school leavers* The importance of this
aspect of guidance cannot be overemphasized* Traxler says*
One may well question whether a school has discharged
its full guidance responsibility if it gives a pupil care-
ful attention while he is in school, but abruptly terminates
its interest in him when he is graduated* Rather, it would
seem that the school should help him get adjusted to his
post-school environment and that the guidance activities
should be ‘'tapered off” gradually*
5
Traxler, Ar
Publishers, New Yo
Techniques of Guidance
,
Harper & Brothers,
, p* 318*
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF PROCEDURE
1* Before conducting a follow-up study of the 1946 and 1947 business
graduates of the X High School* permission was received from the super-
intendent of schools*
2* In order to develop a background for conducting this study, a
survey of related literature was made*
3* Keeping the purpose of the study in mind, a questionnaire was
constructed and presented to the Director of Guidance of X High School for
comments and suggestions* It was also circulated among some of the busi-
ness teachers in the high school for their recommendations*
4* The questionnaire was revised in its final form, and a letter of
transmittal, explaining the purpose of the study, was composed*
5* With the permission of the headmaster, the names and addresses of
the 1946 and 1947 business graduates were obtained from the files in the
main office of the high school* Those business students who had completed
three years in the business curriculum were selected for the study*
6* The questionnaire, letter of transmittal, and a self-addressed,
stamped envelope were mailed to 438 business graduates during the third
week of April, 1949*
7* After two weeks had elapsed, 106 completed questionnaires were
returned* Twenty blank questionnaires were returned from the post office
as the students had moved and left no forwarding address*
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8# During the first week in May, an attempt was made to have more
questionnaires completed and returned by contacting graduates through their
friends or by telephone* Fifty more completed questionnaires were returned
as a result of this effort, making a total of 156 questionnaires returned*
9# A follow-up letter, accompanied by another questionnaire and
self-addressed, stamped envelope, was mailed during the third week of May,
1949, to those graduates who had not responded to the first letter or tele-
phone call* As a result of this follow-up letter, 69 more questionnaires
were completed and returned making a total of 225, or a 51*3 per cent
return*
10* The data from the replies were analyzed, tabulated, and inter-
preted*
11* A summary of the findings and the recommendations were written,
based upon the data obtained*
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CHAPTER IV
) ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS
An interpretation of the data obtained from the completed question-
naires returned is presented in this chapter#
TABLE I
QUESTIONNAIRES SENT AND RETURNED
Number Number Per Cent Address Per Cent
Sent Returned Returned Unknown Unkown
438 225 51#3 20 4.3
From a total of 438 questionnaires that were sent out to the 1946 and
1947 business graduates of X High School, 225 replies were received, or a
51*3 per cent return# Twenty, or 4.3 per cent, of the graduates had moved,
leaving no forwarding address#
TABLE II
GRADUATES WHO HAD RECEIVED FURTHER TRAINING
Division Number Per Cent
Full Time 37 16.4
Part Time 45 20#0
Total 82 36.4
Table II shows that 82, or 36#4 per cent, of the graduates received
r.
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further training upon graduation from high school* Thirty-seven of the
graduates attended school full time and 45 attended evening school while
| working days*
At the time of this study, 15 graduates were attending school full
time and six were attending evening school*
The reasons given for seeking further training were varied* Many of
the graduates wished to take a refresher course in some skill which they
had not used reoently; some of the graduates wanted to learn skills not
developed in high school; and others wished to specialize* These graduates
realized the importance of further training to enhance their possibilities
of advancing to better positions*
TABLE III
LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN FINISHING HIGH SCHOOL
AND INITIAL EMPLOYMENT
Time
Number
Reporting
Per Cent of
Total Reporting
Part Time While
Still in School 51 29*8
Immediately 82 47.9
One Month 11 6.5
Two Months 9 5*2
Three Months 14 8.2
Four Months 1 •6
Five Months 2 1.2
Six Months 0 —
Seven Months 1 .6
Total 171 100.0
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As shown in Table III, 51 of the graduates reporting were already-
working part time before graduating from high school. Eighty-two of the
graduates received their jobs immediately upon graduation. Therefore,
approximately three fourths of the graduates let no time elapse between
graduation and initial employment. The remaining one fourth of the grad-
uates took from one to seven months to obtain their first positions.
TABLE IV
INITIAL AND PRESENT OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES,
GRADUATES IN MILITARY SERVICE, AND GRADUATES IN SCHOOL
Divi si on First Position Present Position
Number Per Cent Number Per Cent
Office Work 128 56.9 160 71.2
Store Work 15 6.7 11 4.9
Other Work 28 12.4 26 11.5
Military Service 15 6.7 12 5.3
School 38 16.9 15 6.7
Not Working 1 •4 1 •4
Total 225 100.0 225 100.0
As indicated in Table IV, 128 of the graduates obtained office work
as their first employment. At present the number engaged in office work
has increased to 160 graduates. Store work was the first type of job for
15 of the graduates. Eleven respondents were engaged in store work at the
present time. Immediately after graduation 28 graduates were engaged in
other types of work and this number had decreased to 26 people.
Military service claimed 15 of the graduates and 12 were still in the
armed forces. Of the 38 graduates who attended school full time, 15 were
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still acquiring further training* One person had not worked at all.
Table V points out that the greatest number of graduates were employed
as clerk typists. The second largest group of graduates were employed as
stenographers. The work of the stenographers entailed the most responsi-
bility of all positions. Eighteen persons were employed as general office
clerks and they performed duties of a general nature.
A total of 55, or 34.3 per cent of the graduates engaged in office
work, were machine operators. This group included 16 comptometer operators,
25 bookkeeping machine operators, eight billers, five dictaphone and edi-
phone operators, and one addressograph operator.
One girl was listed as an assistant bookkeeper and performed most of
the functions of the bookkeeping cycle. One assistant office manager and
one assistant buyer had some clerical duties to perform. One girl was
employed as a cost estimator in a publishing concern.
Eleven graduates were doing retail selling, and 13 were employed by
the New England Telephone and Telegraph Company as operators. Three girls
were employed as cashiers, two as waitresses, and one as a hairdresser.
Three boys were listed as laborers, one as a bank teller, and one as
a laboratory assistant.
Fifteen graduates were attending school, 12 were in military service,
and one was unemployed.
Table VI shows the sources from which graduates secured their first
positions. The largest number were placed through the efforts of the high
school. Friends and relatives proved to be the next important source of
securing positions. Personal applications accounted for 24 of the graduates
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TABLE V
TYPES OF POSITIONS HELD BY GRADUATES AT PRESENT
Positi on Number Per Cent
Clerk Typist 53 23.6
Stenographer 32 14.2
Bookkeeping Machine Operator 25 11.1
General Office Clerk 18 8.0
Comptometer Operator 16 7.1
School 15 6.7
Telephone Operator 13 5.8
Service 12 5.3
Store Work 11 4.9
Biller 8 4.0
Dictaphone and Edi phone Operator 5 2.2
Cashier 3 1.3
Laborer 3 1.3
Waitress 2 .9
Addressograph Operator 1 •4
Assistant Buyer 1 •4
Assistant Bookkeeper 1 •4
Assistant Office Manager 1 •4
Bank Teller 1 •4
Cost Estimator 1 •4
Hairdresser 1 •4
Laboratory Assistant 1 •4
Unemployed 1 •4
Total 225 100.0
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TABLE VI
SOURCES PROM WHICH GRADUATES SECURED
INITIAL POSITIONS
Source
Number
Reporting
Per Cent
of Total
High School 74 38.1
Friend or Relative 55 28.3
Personal Application 24 12.3
Adverti sement 11 5.6
Business School
Placement Services 11 5*6
Private Employment
Agency 8 4.1
Civil Service Examination 7 3#6
U. S • Employment
Servic e 4 2.0
Total 194 100#0
obtaining positions, and II received employment by answering an advertise-
ment# The placement services of the business schools were responsible for
finding jobs for 11 of the graduates who had gone on for further schooling#
Seven of the respondents passed the Civil Service examinations and were now
working in state or municipal jobs. Private employment agencies obtained
jobs for eight graduates, and the U# S. Employment Service secured positions
for four graduates#
In order to obtain their positions, 55 of the 160 graduates engaged
in office work were required to take tests# In Table VII is shown a list
of the companies giving tests and the types of test given as reported by
the graduates. The most frequently given tests were in Typewriting,
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TABLE VII
TYPES OF TESTS GIVEN BY COMPANIES EMPLOYING GRADUATES
Company Test
Albert K* Sheldon Company
American Mutual Liability Ins* Co*
Auto List, Inc*
Boston University Book Stores
Civil Service
Employers’ Group Insurance Company
F* S* Webster Company
First National Stores, Inc*
Gorins, Inc*
Harvard University
Herlihy Milk Company
Hood Rubber Company
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins* Co*
Jolibar Hosiery Company
Lever Brothers
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
Loyal Protective Life Insurance Co*
Mass Bonding and Insurance Company
Mass* General Hospital
New England Tel* & Tel* Company
Rust Craft Company
U* S* Employment Service
Typing, Shorthand
Typing
Typing
Typing, Shorthand
Typing, Shorthand
Aptitude
Typing, Clerical, Aptitude
Typing, Office Machines
Typing
Typing, Shorthand, Intelligence
Intelli gence
Intelli gence
Typing, Intelligence
Transcription Machines
Typing, Shorthand, Office
Machines, Intelligence
Typing, Shorthand, Intelligence
Typing, Shorthand
Typing, Intelligence
Typing, Office Machines, Aptitude
Intelligence
Intelligence
Typing, Shorthand
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shorthand, and intelligence*
TABLE VIII
AMOUNT
IN
OF TIME SPENT DAILY
TAKING DICTATION
Time
Number
Reporting
Per Cent
of Total
One-half Hour 3 9.4
One Hour 7 21.9
Two Hours 13 40.6
Three Hours 9 28.1
Total 32 100.0
Table VIII indicates that of the 32 graduates taking dictation, the
greatest number spent two hours daily in this activity* Nine persons took
dictation for a period of three hours daily, and ten persons reported taking
dictation for one hour or less daily*
TABLE IX
GRADUATES 1 ESTIMATED RATE OF DICTATION
IN VARIOUS OFFICES
Rate of Dictation
Number
Reporting
Per Cent
of Total
60
0
4 12.5
80 9 28.1
100 15 46.9
120 4 12.5
Total 32 100.0
Library
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As shown in Table IX, the graduates reported that the rate of dicta-
tion in the various offices ranged from 60 to 120 words a minute* The
largest percentage of this group estimated that they took dictation at a
speed of 100 words a minute* Four people reported taking dictation at 120
words a minute* Those who estimated taking dictation at 60 words a minute
spent only one-half to one hour daily in this activity*
TABLE X
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT DAILY IN TYPING
Amount of Time Number
Reporting
Per Cent
of Total
One Hour 12 9.5
Two Hours 13 10.3
Three Hours 18 14.3
Four Hours 26 20.6
Plve Hours 20 15.9
Six Hours 21 16.7
Seven Hours 16 12.7
Total 126 100.0
As revealed in Table X, 126 of the graduates spent some time in typing*
Sixty-nine, or 54*8 per cent, of the respondents spent four hours or less
in typing and 57, or 45*2 per cent, spent from five to seven hours daily in
typing activities*
A study of Table XI shows that form letters, envelopes, bills, and
typing from shorthand notes comprised the most frequently performed activi-
ties in typewriting* Other duties which were executed habitually were
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TABLE XI
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES PERFORMED IN TYPEWRITING
BY 126 GRADUATES
Activities
Number of People
Participating
Per Cent of Total
Participating
Form Letters 59 46.8
Bills 38 30.1
From Shorthand Notes 32 25.3
Envelopes 31 24.6
Figures and Statistics 28 22.2
Tabulated Material 25 19.8
Machine Transcription 16 12.6
Cutting Stencils 15 11*9
From Rough Draft 14 11.1
Dictation at Typewriter 12 9.5
typing figures and statistics and tabulated material# Sixteen graduates
used machine transcription,, 15 cut stencils, 14 typed from rough draft, and
12 took dictation at the typewriter* Many of the graduates performed more
than one type of activity* A few respondents stated other typing duties*
These were performed by such a small percentage of graduates and usually of
such a specialized nature that general high school training in them would
not be necessary*
Table XII indicates that 50 graduates spent some time daily in book-
keeping activities* Eighteen respondents reported spending four hours or
less in the performance of bookkeeping duties, and 26 estimated spending
from five to seven hours daily in bookkeeping work* Of this latter group
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AMOUNT OF
TABLE XII
TIME SPENT DAILY IN BOOKKEEPING
ACTIVITIES
Time
Number Per Cent
Reporting of Total
One Hour 8 16.0
Two Hours 5 10.0
Three Hours 4 8.0
Four Hours 1 2.0
Five Hours 5 10.0
Six Hours 12 24.0
Seven Hours 9 18.0
Two or Three Days
at End of Month 6 12.0
Total 50 100.0
of 26 graduates, 25 were bookkeeping machine operators while one was an
assistant bookkeeper* Six respondents estimated spending two or three days
at the end of the month on the books*
As revealed in Table XIII, the most frequently performed duty was
posting which was carried on by 41 of the 50 graduates engaged in book-
keeping activities* The work of 20 graduates consisted mainly of making out
statements* The respondents to the questionnaire evidently interpreted
statements to mean bank statements which were sent out at the end of each
month, because an analysis of the replies indicated that the people engaged
in the performance of this activity were bookkeeping machine operators*
Eight graduates made out the payroll, and eight kept the petty cash book*
Adjusting and closing entries were carried on by six graduates, and
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TABLE XIII
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES PERFORMED IN BOOKKEEPING
BY 50 GRADUATES
Activities Number of People
Participating
Per Cent of Total
Participating
Posting 41 82.0
Statements 20 40.0
Payroll 8 16.0
Petty Cash 8 16.0
Adjusting and Closing
Entries 6 12.0
Journali zi ng 5 10.0
Production Reports 2 4.0
Complete Set of Books 1 2.0
journalizing was done by five, and production reports were compiled by two
respondents* One girl handled a complete set of books as an assistant to
the head bookkeeper • The results of this table indicate that the duties of
the 50 graduates engaged in bookkeeping activities consisted mainly of
record keeping.
As pointed out in Table XIV, 127 graduates were doing some filing
every day. In this activity 111 spent from one-half to three hours daily.
This reveals that most of the graduates were required to do a little filing
in connection with their work. Six graduates stated that they spent from
five to seven hours daily in this activity, and ten graduates reported that
they spent three or four days at the end of the month in filing activity.
Of the various filing systems listed in Table XV, the most frequently
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TABLE XIV
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT DAILY IN FILING
Time Number
Reporting
Per Cent
of Total
One-Half Hour 30 23.6
One Hour 31 24.5
Two Hours 27 21.2
Three Hours 13 10.2
Four Hours 10 7.9
Five Hours 4 3.1
Six Hours 1 .8
Seven Hours 1 .8
Three or Four Days
at End of Month 10 7.9
Total 127 100.0
used -was the alphabetic system closely followed by the numeric system*
Both of these systems were used in many offices* The subject system of
filing was used by 14 people* Four graduates reported using the geographic,
two reported using the soundex, and one reported using the automatic system
of filing*
A list of the office machines used by the graduates in their work is
given in Table XVT* Many of the graduates employed more than one machine
in connection with their duties* The tabulation indicates that the ma-
jority of the respondents used the adding machine* The calculator, book-
keeping machine, and the dictaphone and edi phone were the next most commonly
used machines* The mimeograph was used by 24 people, the comptometer by 20,
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TABLE XV
FILING SYSTEMS USED BY 127 GRADUATES
Systems Number of People
Participating
Per Cent of Total
Participating
Alphabetic 55 43.3
Numeric 42 33.1
Subject 14 11.0
Geographic 4 3.1
Soundex 2 1.7
Automatic 1 •8
TABLE XVI
OFFICE MACHINES USED BY 149 GRADUATES IN THEIR WORK
Machine Number of People
Participating
Per Cent of Total
Participating
Adding Machine 101 67.7
Calculator 56 37.5
Bookkeeping Machine 38 25.5
Dictaphone and Ediphone 31 20.8
Mimeograph 24 16.1
Comptometer 20 13.4
Duplicator 9 6.0
Billing Machine 8 5.3
Addressograph 4 2.6
Graphotype 3 2.0
Vari-Typer 2 1.3
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the standard duplicator by nine, and the billing machine by eight graduates
The addressograph was used by four people, one of whom performed only this
duty# Three graduates used the graphotype machine, and two used the vari-
30
typer#
TABLE XVII
THE THREE BUSINESS SUBJECTS WHICH PROVED MOST VALUABLE
TO GRADUATES IN THEIR WORK
Subjects First
Choice
Second
Choice
Third
Choice
Typing 63 44 29
Shorthand 30 22 21
Machine Accounting 28 39 46
Arithmetic 20 15 24
Bookkeeping 17 28 30
Piling 10 21 13
Business Law 1 0 4
Salesmanship 1 5 2
Junior Business Training 0 0 1
Table XVII reveals the business subjects which the graduates feel have
been of most value to them in their work# As first choice, 63 graduates
reported that typing proved to be their most valuable subject# Other courses
listed by the respondents as first choice were: shorthand, listed by 30;
machine accounting, listed by 28; arithmetic, listed by 20; bookkeeping,
listed by 17; filing listed by 10; business law, listed by one; and sales-
manship, listed by one#
As second choice, typing again led the field with 44 graduates listing
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it as their second most valuable subject* Thirty-nine respondents reported
machine accounting as second choice, 28 reported bookkeeping, 22 reported
shorthand, 21 reported filing, 15 reported arithmetic, and five reported
salesmanship as second choice*
Machine accounting headed the list as third choice by 46 graduates*
Twenty-nine graduates listed typing as third choice, 24 listed arithmetic,
21 listed shorthand, 30 listed bookkeeping, 13 listed filing, four listed
business law, two listed salesmanship, and one listed junior business train-
ing as third choice* This table indicates that typing, shorthand, and
machine accounting were the three subjects which proved of most value to
the majority of the graduates in their work* These subjects were followed
closely in value by arithmetic, bookkeeping, and filing*
The graduates were requested to state whether any training was re-
ceived on the job that could have been learned in school* Only 14 answered
in the affirmative* The duties which this group believed could be learned
in school were* use of the switchboard, answering the telephone, and
greeting callers* For the most part the students felt that the school had
prepared them adequately to meet the requirements of business for beginning
workers*
Table XVIII presents suggestions made by the graduates for the im-
provement of the business curriculum of X High School* A large number of
the graduates requested knowledge concerning business ethics, business
manners, applying for a job, the job interview, appropriate dress, develop-
ing a pleasing personality, and getting along with business associates*
More stress on spelling, punctuation, business-letter writing, and vocabu-
lary was urged by many of the graduates* Thirty-two respondents requested
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TABLE XVIII
SUGGESTIONS MADE BY GRADUATES FOR IMPROVEMENT
OF THE BUSINESS CURRICULUM
Comments
Number
Suggesting
Knowledge of business ethics, business manners,
personality, appropriate dress, getting along
with business associates 41
More stress in spelling, punctuation, vocabulary
building, letter writing 35
More time given to typing 32
Course in office procedures 20
Modern office machine equipment 12
More work in the bookkeeping and transcription
machines 11
More guidance in the selection of courses 11
Use of the telephone and switchboard 10
Practical experience in an office 6
Work in banking procedures 3
More emphasis on dictation at typewriter
and typing figures 2
Have different people dictate in the advanced
shorthand classes 1
Field trips to business concerns 1
more time be given to typewriting. The reason for this suggestion was that
three fifths of the time in second-year typing classes was spent tran-
scribing shorthand notes, thus giving little time for advanced typing pro-
blems and the perfection of techniques. A course in office procedures was
urged by 20 graduates, and more work on the bookkeeping machine and the
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transcription machines* Several respondents suggested installing modern
machine equipment* This problem had already been taken care of in the last
school year when the old machinery was replaced with new models, and new
types of machines were acquired* According to 11 graduates, more guidance
in the selection of courses would have been beneficial to them 0 At the
present time, a newly organized guidance department is working towards this
end* Ten graduates requested work in the use of the telephone and switch-
board* Six people requested actual experience in an office* three desired
more work in banking procedures, and two requested more training in dicta-
tion at the typewriter and in typing figures* Having different people dic-
tate in the advanced shorthand classes was suggested by one, and conducting
field trips to business concerns was suggested by another*
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CHAPTER Y
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of the Findings
An attempt was made in this study to determine how well the existing
business curriculum of the X High Sohool has prepared its graduates to meet
the requirements of business and to obtain data which may be helpful in im-
proving the business education program.
As a result of the reactions of 225 business graduates, or 51.3 per
cent of the 438 business graduates contacted, the following conclusions
have been made.
1. On the whole, the business curriculum of the X High School has
prepared its graduates in the skills and abilities required to meet the
demands of business in the beginning occupations.
2. The majority of the graduates were engaged in the type of posi-
tions for which they were trained.
3. Approximately one third of the graduates replying sought advanced
training, either part time or full time. This would indicate a definite
interest on the part of these students to improve themselves and to pre-
pare for advancement on the job. A few graduates entered entirely different
fields of endeavor.
4. The majority of the graduates obtained jobs immediately upon grad-
uation from high school. Almost 50 per cent of this group had already been
working part time in positions before graduation and continued in these
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jobs full time after graduation* The remainder of the graduates were from
one to seven months in obtaining initial employment*
5* The high school was responsible for placing the greatest number
of students, although in 1946 and 1947 no organized placement service was
available to the graduates* In the fall of 1948 a placement bureau was
established* Friends and relatives proved to be the next best means of
securing employment* Several graduates obtained positions through personal
application*
6* A very small percentage of the graduates were required to take
tests in order to secure their positions* The students reported taking tests
in typing, shorthand, machines, and intelligence*
7* Approximately 20 per cent of the graduates working in offices took
dictation* The greatest number of respondents taking dictation reported
that they spent two hours daily in this activity, and that the most common
rate of dictation was 100 words a minute*
8* About 80 per cent of the graduates spent some time daily in typing
activities* The most frequently performed duties were typing form letters,
bills, envelopes, and typing from shorthand notes*
9* Bookkeeping activities were performed by almost 25 per cent of
the graduates working in offices* The majority of these graduates were
bookkeeping machine operators* Only one person carried out the complete
cycle as an assistant to the head bookkeeper. Posting was the most fre-
quently performed activity in this field. On the whole, those who performed
bookkeeping duties were doing record keeping.
10* Approximately 70 per cent of the graduates engaged in office work
spent some time filing* The most popular systems were the alphabetic and
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numeric systems, both of which were employed in most offices*
11* The most frequently used office machine reported, excluding the
typewriter, was the adding machine* Other machines commonly employed were
the calculator, bookkeeping machine, comptometer, and the dictaphone and
ediphone*
12* Typing, shorthand, and machine accounting were the three business
subjects which proved of most value to the graduates in their work* These
subjects were followed closely by arithmetic, bookkeeping, and filing*
13* Several suggestions were made by the graduates for improving the
business curriculum of X High School* The most predominant suggestion was
a request for a course in occupational information* The beginning worker
needs knowledge of business manners, business ethics, the art of getting
along with fellow workers, and many other problems which may confront him*
Another frequent request was to place more emphasis on spelling, business-
letter writing, and vooabulary building*
Recommendations for Improving the Curriculum
of X High School
1* A course should be given in business ethics* It could cover such
subjects as: applying for the job, the job interview, business manners,
developing a pleasing personality, acquiring the right attitude toward the
job, and getting along with fellow workers*
2* More business English should be given to the students enrolled in
I the business curriculum* Instruction in English and in secretarial subjects
should be correlated so as to minimize contradiction and confusion*
3* A separate course in transcription should be added to the busi-
ness curriculum* At present, three fifths of the time in the typing class
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is devoted to transcribing shorthand notes* With the inclusion of a tran-
scription course, the second-year typing class can spend its time on ad-
vanced typing problems and the perfection of techniques*
4* More time should be given to actual office procedures in the
office practice class* A room should be set up as a model office with a
secretary's desk, a set of files, and other office equipment so that the
students may derive actual experience in related office duties* Training
in the use of the telephone and switchboard is highly desirable*
5* The business education program should provide specialization in
the stenographic, bookkeeping, and general clerical fields. Up to the
present time no definite requirements for graduation in the business cur-
riculum have been established*
Several of the suggestions made by the graduates had already been
acted upon by the administrators of the X High School* Modem equipment
has replaced the old type office machines and other new type machines have
been acquired* A oentral placement service has been organized in the high
school, and a guidance department, providing educational and vocational
counseling to the students, has been formed*
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APPENDIX A: QUESTIONNAIRE
NAME CLASS OF 19
ADDRESS
1* Have you received further training since graduating from X High School? Yes No
Name of School
______
Length of Attendance
___
2 0 If you answered ”Yesw to number 1, please give your reasons.
3, How soon after graduation did you obtain your first position?
4* Please list jobs held since graduating from high school*
Name and Address of Employer
or Company
Kind of
Business
Type of
Position
Exact Duties Dates of
Employment
1*
2.
3*
- .
4*
!
5* Check sources from which job openings were learned*
~
~
:
Job 1 Job 2 Job 3 Job 4
Through high school
.
Friend or relative
Adverti sement
Personal application
Private employment agency
U* S* Employment Service
.
Civil Service Examinations
Other: Specify
- .
1 1
6* Did you take any tests in order to secure any of your positions? Yes No
Company that gives test Kind of test--if you know
1*
2*
3*
REGARDING PRESENT POSITION: ESTIMATE IN HOURS AND MINUTES
7* State amount of time spent daily in taking dictation*
What is the average rate of dictation in your office? Check nearest*
60 w.p*m* 100 w.p*m. 140 w«p*m*
80 w*p*m* 120 vr*p*m* Other : Specify
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8* State amount of time spent daily in typing 42
Check specific duties which you perform most often in typing*
Form letters
Envelopes
"Bills
Machine Transcription
"From shorthand notes
9* State amount of time spent daily in bookkeeping*
Check specific duties performed in bookkeeping*
Journalizing
Posting
^Adjusting & Closing Entries
Statements
10* State amount of time spent daily in filing*
Check type of filing system used*
Alphabetic
Numeric
Automatic
11* Check office machines used on the job*
Adding machine
Bookkeeping machine
Calculator
Comptometer
JTabulated material
Figures and statistics
From rough draft
Dictation at Typewriter
’Cutting stencils
’Other : Speci fy
Making out payroll
Petty cash fund
Complete set of books
Other: Specify
Subject
Soundex
Other: Specify
_Dictaphone & Edi phone
Mimeograph
Standard Duplicator
"Other: Specify
12 Was it necessary for you to receive any training on the job that could have
been taught in high school? Yes No
If so, please list duties below that you think could have been taught in
high school*
1 * 2 . 3.
13* Please list in order of importance the three business subjects which have proved
of most value to you in your work*
1. 2. 3.
14* Have you any suggestions and opinions for improving the business education
curriculum at X High School?
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APPENDIX B: LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
43
April 20, 1949
Dear Graduate:
At present I am teaching at X High School and am making
a follow-up study of the business graduates of the classes of
1946 and 1947* The purpose of this survey is to determine how
well you, as one of these graduates, feel that you were trained
for the positions you have since held#
To complete this study successfully, I need your cooper-
ation# Will you please help by filling in the enclosed ques-
tionnaire carefully and frankly, and return it to me within a
day or two? A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for
your convenience#
No names will be used in this study, and all information
will be shown in tabulated form only# Your participation in
this project may help to improve the curriculum and training
offered to present and future graduates of X High School#
Thank you for your kindness#
Very truly yours.
MMN
2 Enc
Mary M# Noonan
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APPENDIX Cs FOLLOW-UP LETTER
44
May 20, 1949
Dear Graduate
:
Last month I sent you a questionnaire concerning the
training you received at X High School and the work you are
now doing#
Up to the present time I have not received your reply#
Without your cooperation, I will not be able to complete this
follow-up study successfully#
In case you have misplaced your first questionnaire, I
have enclosed another one# Will you please take a few minutes
today to fill it out and mail it to me? A self-addressed,
stamped envelope is also enclosed for your convenience#
Thank you for your cooperation#
Yours very truly.
MMN
2 Enc
Mary M# Noonan
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APPENDIX Dt SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY GRADUATES*
BUSINESS SCHOOLS
Bryant and Stratton Commercial School of Boston
Burdett College
Copley Secretarial Institute
Fay Secretarial School
Fisher School
Hickox Secretarial School
Higgins Commercial Machine School
Stenotype Institue of Boston
Stratford School
Winslow Secretarial School
Wyndham School
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Boston College; School of Business Administration
Boston University; College of Business Administration
College of Practical Arts and Letters
Chamberlayne Junior College, Virginia
Fitchburg Teachers College
Howard University, North Carolina
Rhode Island State University
OTHER SCHOOLS ATTENDED BY GRADUATES
American Institute of Banking
Mansfield Academy of Hair Styling
Museum School of Fine Arts
New England Conservatory of Music
Post Graduate Course, X High School
Schools are located in Boston unless stated differently#
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APPENDIX E: COMPANIES EMPLOYING GRADUATES AS OFFICE WORKERS
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BANKS
Brookline Trust Company
Cambridge Savings Bank
Cambridge Trust Company
County Bank and Trust Company
Harvard Trust Company
Merchants National Bank
New England Trust Company
Rockland-Atlas National Bank
State Street Trust Company
CITY OF CAMBRIDGE
Purchasing Department
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Education Division of Employment Security
Industrial Accidents Registry of Deeds
Public Health Registry of Motor Vehicles
HOSPITALS
General Hospital Mt. Auburn Hospital
INSURANCE COMPANIES
American Mutual Liability Insurance Co* Liberty Mutual Insurance Company
Employers’ Group Insurance Company Loyal Protective Life Insurance Co*
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co* Mass* Bonding and Insurance Company
Department of
Department of
Department of
Massachusetts
PUBLIC UTILITIES
New England Gas and Electric Company
PUBLISHERS
Collier, P* F* & Son, Corp*
Ginn & Company
RETAIL STORES
Corcoran, J* H* Company
First National Stores, Inc*
Gorins, Inc*
Harvard Bazaar
Kanes, Inc*
New England Telegraph and Telephone Co*
Houghton Mifflin Company
Riverside Press
Roger Peet Company
Sears Roebuck
Smith Patterson
Thayer McNeil Company
Woolworth, F, W* Company
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APPENDIX E : CONTINUED
SCHOOLS
Boston University Book Stores Harvard Business School
Harvard University Library
CANDY MANUFACTURERS
New England Confectionery Company Squirrel Brand Company
Welch, James 0* Company
FOOD CONCERNS
Best Foods, The Inc, Standard Brands, Inc,
Squire, John P# Company Rival Foods, Inc,
Edwards-Golden Company, Inc,
Food Brokerage
OTHER CONCERNS
Austin Hastings Company, Inc,
Auto List, Inc,
Beoker Transportation Company
Boston Bookbinding Company
Burke, J, H,, Company
Cabot, Godfrey L, Inc,
Cutter, Wood and Sanderson, Inc,
Dowd, John C, Inc,
Dewey & Almy Chemical Company
Elliott Addressing Machine Company
Greer, J, W, Company
Hood Rubber Company
Hyde, A, R, & Sons, Company
Jolibar Hosiery Company
Lehigh Metal Products, Inc,
Industrial Steel, Inc,
Lever Brothers
Sheldon, Albert Ko Company
Lewis Shepard Products, Inc,
Metcalf, T, 0, Company
Multi sort Company
Negea Service Corp,
Paper Goods Company
Rust Craft Company
Robbins George B, Company
Stone and Webster Engineering Corp
Superior Laundry Company, Inc,
Tremont Motors
Warren Brothers, Road Company
Webster, W, F, Cement Company
Westinghouse Electrical Supply Co,
Warren Publications, Inc,
Companies are located in metropolitan Boston and surrounding cities.
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